
 

 
California State College, Stanislaus -

The golden sun shone down-

 

honor of the Father who created
them. There was no snow to see,
no whiteness whatsoever. All
was green, as though life itself
had its-very beginnings here. '

‘ Here, in this sandy country-
side away from the big city.
Here, where the cow feeds her;?'
young calf unaware of the year
1974, unaware of the energy.
crisis, unaware of any monstro-
sities or creations of mankind,
save the farmers and their
possessions which directly affec-
ted her life.
This was California State

College, Stanislaus during the
month of January. This was a
place where the winter did not
touch most aspects of the
Winter Term, which was being
tried for the very first time in a
state college-university syStem
Campus.
Almost two thousand students

esm‘?
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human beings studied on the
campus itself. Others were
thousands of miles away, enter-
taining the Pope or breathing in
the atmosphere under a coconut
palm tree.

Still others were developing
insight into the thoughts of a
man about to escape from
prison. Others were learning
how to break legs or experience
the joy of danger on the ski
slope
For me, the Winter Term was

a colorful trip through the
Mother Lode with a beautiful
girl, gazing at the blue majesty
of a magnificent river from two
miles up, climbing a mountain to
wet our feet and almost tumble
into the stream’s forcefulness at
its bank, driving on into the
wilderness, thinking of Mark.
Twain and Bret Harte writing
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ABOUT 4-1-4. ...
«W1th the month of January, 1974, California

State College, Stanislaus, initiated the “4—1-4”

academic system, to replace its oldquarter

system. Before, the college’s main fiscal year

was divided into three quarters, each three

months long, fall, winter and spring.
With the “4-1-4,” the campus has two

four-month—long semesters, fall and spring,

and in between a one-month—long Winter
Term, which corresponds with the month of
January.
Only Stanislaus so far has such a calendar,

of the state colleges and university system.
Other institutions have it, but Stanislaus took

advantage of it to offer something new to its

students.
Travel abroad, travel around the state, and

one—month in—depth studies on campus, to
make learning not only advantageous but
also fun.
However, the “4-1-4” is not necessarily here

to stay. It depends on the students, how they
react to it. For the most part, at press time,
reactions seemed favorable. “Sem‘esters are
only a couple of weeks longer than they were

on the quarter system, and you have this

one-month break to do what you Want. It all

What did he mean, “one-month break”?

Well, as it turned out, many students took
advantage of the Winter Term to have a

winter vacation from school, and to get

full-time jobs and prepare for the expenses of

going to schoolin spring.
Only 1973-74 school year freshmen are

required to attend one Winter Term course by

the new catalogue. The older catalogue

requirements still apply to otherrunder-

graduates and graduates. So, most students

could indeed “Do what they want” in the
WinterTerm.

At press time, administrators, including

Dr. Carl Gatlin, college president, and Dr.
Curtis Grant and Dr. Hobart Hamilton,
co-authors of the “4-1-4” idea, hadn’t received

reports on the success of the Winter Term.
At press time, administrators, including

Dr. Carl Gatlin, college president, and Dr.

Curtis Grant and Dr. Hobart Hamilton,

co-authors of the “4-1—4” idea, hadn’t receiVed

reports on the success of the Winter Term.

But at an interview conducted by members
of the college’s advisory board, student
leaders spoke out in favor of the new

[continued fromfront page]

their almost’endless stories, and wondering how many more

stories could be derived from this land.
Field trips were taken by many students, most of them in

groups, but some as individual study courses. Manual

Fernandez explored the magnificence of his native country

with just one or two other friends (see page A-7).

Others discovered Mexico just to learn about Spanish

culture. Some found out about that culture, intermixed with

the Indian cultures of central America, while on campus (page

C-2).
This speciallssue of The Signal1s divided into three sections

The first section, Stanislaus Abroad, brings to life the many

adventures and experiences Cal State representatives had in

London,’all over eastern Europe, Mexico and Hawaii. Ruthe

Williams, J. Lance Rickenbacker and Mike Lawson were the
Signal reporters who helped the students tell their stories.

Rickenbacker was sent to Hawaii on special assignment for

The Signal; therefore, his account is derived from personal

experience.

The second section, Stanislaus Around the State, deals with

Winter Term courses in which students spent much time on

field trips in California. Not only did class members embark on

several excursions to the slopes of the Sierra‘for skiing and to

the wilderness to watch birds (as reported by Mike Lawson

and Chan Wilson on pages B-2 and B4), but students also spent

most of the entire month learning about ghetto life in Union

City (see Twila Stangle’s story on page B-2) and a handful even

learned about politics in a state assemblyman’s district office

’ (Steve Wampler’s first person account on page B-4).

But the emphasis, perhaps, should be placed on the

on-campus courses offered by the college. For it is these

courses that didn’t demand great loads of money, it is these

courses which captured the drama of experiencing life as it

really is in the heart of the San Joaquin Valley. It is these

courses which have truly made me — and'I’m sure you —— feel

thankful that I am an American, a Californian, and a Warrior.

~ The third section of The Signal, devoted to these courses as

well as some activities in the way of sports on this campus —

including an emotional charge the audience got one day when

the Stanislaus basketball squad almost stole the show in a

game with San Francisco State, reported by Chan Wilson on

page (3-9 — was written by Wilson, Carolyn Chew, Twila

Stangle, Mike Lawson, Steve Trommlitz, Nancy Patino and

Steve Wampler.
calendar, hoping it will be adoptedas a,
regular part of thecampus ‘Alli}? campus gig 11,215. eye,i seems shorter and more interesting. They     

It was an‘era in the lives of the people full of electrical
impulses spring fever, and love And smiles.

As the energy crisis dragged on throughout the nation,

people at Stanislaus became optimistic. Yes, this campus can

be known. It can be impressive! It can have something the

other colleges don’t have — a small enrollment, a huge

potential, and spirit!

The spirit is that sensation which causes women like J.J .

Gohman to observe inithe Health Careers class, with some

field experience under a veterinarian, the birth of a calf and

the pain the cow had to endure. And J.J . would look at the new

life, emerging so smoothly, so skillquy into this world, and

J.J.’s mind would think of a human baby being bow, the little

head emerging, the little lungs gasping for the first meal of

oxygen in an eternity. And J.J. would say, “The Father 7
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created it." And that’s good.
The People Were AllDBad~ \ W fi TV ,.._- 7 7 The spirit causes men like Randy Mathewson to study the

A-6—7 situations which led to the French Revolution in the course of

that name, and wonder how such violent passions could come

out of Napolean Bonaparte and the men who ruled in the

“Reign of Terror.”

And it causes others like Dwayne Gabrielson to partially

peer into the mind of God in the Religious Experience course,

and wonder how Eastern religion practitioners could worship a

god who is infinite, but not personal, and the Western world

could, worship gods personal, but not infinite, and almost

everyone, in the world completely ignore the one God who is

both personal and infinite.

“Most religions are hero-worshippers,” he says, “but the

Son of God was born and died in humility. And He is for

everyone, not just one group. Romans 15:10 says, ‘Be glad, 0

you Gentiles, along with the Jews.’ Why? Because Jesus lives

for everyone! ”

This15 StanislausinWinter Term 1974. ItIS brought to you by

The Signal. Perhaps there will not be an issue of The Signal

like this again, until next year, during Winter Term 1975. But it

was fun to compose, fun to print, fun to distribute.
And it couldn’t have been possible without the talented hand

' of Thomas G. Meyers, photographycoordinator. The Signal

this issue was intended to be a magazine format, and without

the quality . pictures he produced, it would have failed

miserably in its attempt.

So, enjoy this issue of The Signal. But remember one thing:

You were the ones who helped make Stanislaus the great

institution. '
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Land O’. Landon

By Ruthe, WHliams '

After 14 hours on a packed 707, the hatch rolled
open, and Stanislaus students stepped into the

ore-dawn gray of at Heathrow airport concour‘se.
London The wind whipped; yellow city lights
danced; a dream was coming true. London! with
the Thames flowing nearby and Big Ben about to
strike six 3.111. London! The subject of a thousand
poeticallusions. The London Experience hadbegun!

It began on. Jan. 8 for Lonni Ashlock and
Llewellyn Boyle, along with Phebe Marr, history

department instructor, and other Winter Term
students, with a drive to Earl’s Court near Chelsea

, and the West End. The Chelsea Hotel, busted water
heaters and all, was to be headquarters for the
Stanislaus envoy during its memorable four-week ‘
tour. ,

Reservation Mixup

The first complication was amixup inreservations
arranged through the Tempo Travel Agency. “The

hotel staff knocked itself out to get rooms ready

after they found we were arriving,” said Lonni

when he and Llewellyn were interviewed following
their return home on Jan. 31.

“ We discovered Wolsey's Wine Bar on the first

. day,” said LleWellyn. Wolsey’s was to become a
faVOrite spot for meeting locals — in that area,
mostly Aussies (Australians) and Middle East
Arabs. “Earl’s Court, where we stayed, is a lower

middle class Aussie-gyptian ghetto,” Lonni
explained. '

Both senior sociology ‘ majors, Lonni and
Llewellyn looked at London with an alert eye for

sociological implications.

“Of particularinterest was the reaction of the
British to severe shortages brought on by the

energy crisis. You name a shortage and they’ve got
it — much worse than here," said Llewellyn.
"The British were not only willing to talk about

spm cooperaon. longest

we waited for a ride while hitchhhiking was 15
minutes. Little old ladlos truck drivers—alltypos
of people picked us up — most of them thought we
probably couldn’t afford petrol to drive a car,”
Llewellyn added.

Lanterns And Candles

“Shops are allotted electricity for only half days
due to the energy shortage, so in the afternoon
many of the stores were dimly lit with Coleman
lanterns and candles. But few British customers
complained,” said Lonni.

. Lonni and Llewellyn also observed pronounced
class distinctions — particularly in the pubs where

‘ blue collar and white collar workers never mixed.
“Class lines are rarely crossed, and Britishers treat
one another with extreme, at times severe,
politeness,” said Lonni.

Relaxed And Boisterous

“Toward the end of our London stay I happened
into an Aussie pub. The patrons were noticeably

relaxed and boisterous, and I found it refreshing
after constant company with the very proper
British,” said Llewellyn.
“Our .tour guide for three weekswas Derek Jones,

a lecturer at the London School of Economics,
which in his words is a ‘watershed of knowledge.’

He was extremely well-informed and long-winded,

but from an academic standpoint, he gave us far

more than the average tour guide,” said Llewellyn.

During the first week of their stay, the group
visited the Tower of London, site of past royal
imprisonments and ,, executions. They toured

Parliament and heard lectures from representa-
tives of the British Liberal, Conservative and Labor
parties.

Hitching A Ride

Then, over the first weekend, Lonni and

Llewellyn set off, hitchhikingto Wales. They lost
their way, however, and wound up on the road to

Brighton in Sussex County, south of London.

"The, last couple to give us a ride invited us to '
afternoon tea. It turned out to be more of a
ceremony than a coffee break. We dirtbags from

California were received in an elegant Brighton flat

three flights up. We drank tea and ate scones with
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genteel hosts, ” said Llewellyn.
Their hosts recommended that they visit the King

andQueen Pub while in Brighton. “The bar was

fantastically appointed with , beautiful wooden
carvings, brass fixtures and plush carpets. We met

the young owner, and he gave us an amazing tour,”

said Lonni.

“Downstairs, where we were having wine, was

only the public bar. Upstairs was an even more

impressive saloon, where the more elite gathered.

It was. decorated with a 30—foot mural, carved

tables, a private art gallery and a bar that defies

description. To reproduce the King and Queen Pub,

the owner estimated it would cost three million
pounds,” Lonni continued.

Canterbury Studies

During the second week,backin London, the group
toured Westminster Abbey, then took a one-day _

excursion to Canterbury. They visited the

Canterbury Cathedral and the/University of Kent -
of particular interest to ' Llewellyn, who is
considering post—graduate study abroad. -

The City of London was another Stop during the
second week. Resembling a financial district, the.
City of London governs ,i_tself independently of

London and the rest of England, said Llewellyn.

, During the third week, the group was oriented to
the British legal system and toured the Inns of
Court, where most lmdon lawyers base their
practices. They also heard a lecture by a
representative from the British Broadcasting
Corporation.

American Tripe

"The BBC has donean excellent job of getting the

worst posible tripe from America on television,”
said Llewellyn. “Tiny air slwws like Petticoat

Junction and the Partridge Family- However. ms!

were excellent,“ he added.

 

  
ly. Lléwdyn Boyle hitchhiked to the town (i
Warburtonin Lancashire Canny nan- the Scottish

border.Thérehevisitedrdafiveswhomhehad
never seen: his mother’s maiden name is
Warburton. “I stayed with my 1mcle in a (rustic and
visited the church where my ancestors were

buried,” Llewellyn said.
He also toured Blackpool and the Lakes District

during his northern trek.

Hiking Back

“When I hitchhiked back to London to catch the
return flight home, I purposefully stuck to the back
roads in order to get a look at the countryside,”
Llewellyn said. “The people were much more

» [friendly than in the city; one guy wanted me to be

sure to send him a postcard from California, " he
added.

“I traveled through Nottingham and hitched a
ride with a man who was loading his car in front of

his house. He told me that the three-foot-thick stone

walls had beenbuilt by 8th-century Saxons and that
' the rock-hard wooden beams inside were hewn from

13th-century sailing vessels. There’s history like

that all over," Llewellyn said.

Overwhelming Success

“In order to evaluate the tour academically. I
would have to say that if the aim of an institution of

higher education is to afford a learning experience

for its students, then the trip was an overwhelming
success. That would apply particularly in the areas

of history, English, political science, drama and in
myown field of sociology,“ said Llewellyn.

“The London Experience afforded me first hand

exposure to the functioning of society in time of

crisis, and an in-depth study of a number of

policy-making institutions and their functions
relative to the crises — economic and political." he
said.

Lle11ellyn offered three suggestions f01 a better

' London course in future Winter Terms: 1) Better ‘

travel arrangements. preferably through a London

agency. 21 More carefully planned ‘itineran “~Ou1

schedule 11as changed about 16 times after no

alrived," he said. 31 Mme lealistic estimations of

11 hat the trip 11ould cost.The ad1extised cost 11as

$660. but I ended up spending about 31.000.” he said. , ,

of the shows I saw which were British—produced
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People

Were '

A11 Dead
‘
x
/

By Twila Stangle

The long, exhausting; crowded train ride ended.

People were herded out of the boxcars which were
originally meant for animals and supplies. Armed

soldiers awaited them and began sorting them like
cattle.

Those not needed were marched away for a nice
hot shower. They quickly stripped down and
anxiously awaited the soothing water.
Showers were turned on but, instead of life-giving

water, gas poured out. People panicked, screams

resounded in the huge chamber After a few
minutes no more screams were heard. The people
were all dead

Alldead. ~
Hitler eXterminated six million Jews during

‘N-o. nu~.....i~-f?
Auschwitz, “thelargest Nazi extermination center”

during their Winter Term visit to eastern Europe.

' “Hitler had to do it outside of Germany proper
Jews were sent to camps from allover Europe,”
said Dr David Stenzel, whose “History Tour of
Europe”lasted 32 days.
Quick decisions were made by Nazis when the

Jews arrived in boxcars. “Women and children
were gassed right away because they were no use to

those not strong enough were murdered.
Twins were saved for medical experiments. To

help finance the war gold was extracted from the
teeth of the bodies. Hair was used to stuff
mattresses, for rug pads, and for upholstery.
Human bones were chipped up for fertilizer.
“This is fanatical racism. I’m so sensitive to any

type of racism because this is a logical
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them,” said Stenzel. Jews used for slave labor and > ,

conseQuence,” exclaimed the history professor.

“It was the most sobering part of . the entire
trip...to actually see the rooms of human hair and
the worn shoes of the children. ”You could hardly ,

talk about it,” remarked Lorraine Johnson.
_-The travelers saw glassed exhibit bins that
displayed hair, combs, toothbrushes, shaving

brushes, children’s‘dolls — articles owned by the
prisoners. “These are the only remains of the Jews
at the end of the war...They couldnit destroy all this

stuf ,” said Stenzel. They watched a kind of
propaganda film “on showing how the Russians
liberated the camp. This propaganda was witnessed ~
elsewherem the trip too.

wouldn’t even treat our dogs like that,” said Miss
Johnson; “It was hard to believe it actually
happened,” exclaimed Darlene Shimon.
“The only way I can describe thatIS, gruesome. It

. must have really been something to kill so many

people there. Once you see it, you’ll never forget it,-”'

said Paul Kearley.
“A few were crying, a couple were indiffer-

7 ent...most were very moved by the thing. Most of
them said they’d never want to go again, but
everyone should see it once,” remarked Stenzel. ,
Pictures drawn on the barracks walls by the

prisoners showed how they were treated and lived.
The travelers felt it was difficult to believe “any
people to be capable of this kind of thing,” said the
history enthusiast.
“We appreciate our freedom having come back

from the eastern sector,” emphasized Miss

“We walked through the showers, you’re just

. 11; veeverseenmmyhfeWe
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The Little Inside Stories'

impressed with our girls. They said, ‘You have first
class girls,’ ” explainedStenzel.
As they were leaving, some Danish students

wrote obscene things on the Americans’ bus. Upon

arriving at the border Stenzel was taken to a little
shack and interrogated by “a woman hard as «nails.

It reminded me of a James Bond movie,” he said.
“They sat me in a chair...wanted to know if we

had enjoyed our stay. I tried to explain some other
students had done that to the bus. We had to wash
off all this stuff beforewe could cross the border.”
“You can definitely tell the attitudes of the people

behind the Iron Curtain. The streets outside the Iron .

Curtain are binding with activity...the closeryou
get toward East Berlin the quieter the streets get.

There are police on the streets” .’there5 just nobody

elseonthestre‘etS,.”sa1dLanraleeHeasm iv" * ~
“It was heavily propagandized.. .it showed maps

showing the Americans had tried to break up
Germany into many states,” Stenzel explained 1

about Potsdam, where Germany was dividedin

1945. “The general effect was to suggest the

Americans were going to be awful...Russia was

going to be kind,” said Stenzel about the
propaganda. "The students were sensitive to this
kind of thing,” he added.

“We had the feeling you were locked in East
Berlin and could never get out,” said Paul Kearley.

“On the west side there was a feeling of freedom
and you didn’t have the feeling someone was
watching you,’ ’he explained.
“I can hardly describe my feeling of it. The people

were about half scared. Their government can
really scare the people and use force with the army.
At night the soldiers patrolled the streets, that helps
explain it,” said Kearley. “Poland wasn’t as tight

as we thought it would be. The people acted freer.
We didn’t see soldiers, but police.”

Summing up East Berlin, Stenzel said, “They’ve

made kind of a jail out of the whole country. .and

its kind of a comfortable jail.”
The trip also took them to Krakow, Prague,

Vienna, Venice, Florence, Rome, and Pompeii.

“The purpose was to look at a few of the major
monuments of the major periods of history. I’m “

pleased with the success ofthe thing,” said Stenzel.
“We spent a day in Pompeii reflecting on ancient

history. There were obscenities on some of the walls
and they just recently have allowed women to see

them,” laughed the instructor.

Pompeii impressed 'Miss Shimon. “We had a
really good guide. He told us the little inside

stories,” she said. 7
“That was kind of a life-long thing, to see those,” v~

remarked Miss Heaston about Michaelangelo’s

pieta in St. Peter’s and his David in'Florence. “I

was impressed with the way people in those times

decorated their homes. There were hours and hours

of tedious work put in on their homes,” she said of

the guilded ceilings and mosaic floors of many

European residences and buildings.

“1 really enjoyed Florence and all the art

treasures there. What tremendous collections are

still in Florencc,” exclaimed Miss Johnson. “We

saw things we’ve always read about and heard
about."

Schonbrunn Palace in Vienna and St. Mark’s

cathedral in Venice were two places Kearley
wanted to remember.,“The architecture, inside

designs, grounds, and the furniture really

impressed me,” he said of Schonbrunn. “The gold .

mosaics it has on the ceiling were really detailed,”
Kearley explained about St. Mark’s.
"‘I fell in the canal in Venice. They say if you fall,

~ in you’ll return," saidswan.
To sum up the course, Stenzel said the trip was

kind of a “Sir Kenneth Clark study of a few

monuments to trytopaint for themthe style of that .
era.
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By Mike Lawson

“Como esta” was a widely used
term by many Cal State students
during the Winter Term.
Fifteen students enjoyed a trip

to Mexico for college creditby
enrolling in Spanish 497, Interim
in Mexico: Culture and conversa-

tion.

The course cost approximately
$375 per student and was under
the direction of Dr. Robert K.
Anderson. . .
The class was designed to

improve the student’s command

of the Spanish language as well

as give the student an awareness

of a life style other than his own.

Some of the cities visited were
Mexico City, Guanajuato, Guada-

lajara and Mazatlan. _

The class left Turlock by bus

and then caught the train for

Mexico City at the Mexican
border.

"All Kinds‘of Things”

They arrived in Mexico City on
Friday after a four-day trip and
stayed eight full days.

“There were all kinds of things

I to see in Mexico City,” said Sarah

"gas-......

 
6Mezicican Way ofLife ’ .
Thompson, a freshman from
Turlock. “For instance, some

kids got to go to the bullfights.
Some of us' went to a couple of
university parties, and Some of us

were invited to private homes
and enjoyed genuine Mexican
meals.” ,
Sarah said the most available

drink was Coke. “I got sick and
tired of Coke. Tequila and beer
were the other two available

refreshments in abundance, and I

couldn’t imagine learning any—

thing with a hangover.”

Everyone on the trip seemed to
catch some kind of sickness,
whether it was a cold or the flu or

, whatever. “It didn’t matter if you
got sick or ' not,” said Sarah.
“Drugs were available without a

prescription, simple to attain.”

Bus To Guanajato

The students ate most of their

meals either at the hotels, where

they were furnished, or on the
street while on the go. '

Saturday night they left Mexico

City and took the bus to
Guanajato.

They stayed in Guanajato until

Monday night and then caught

the bus to Guatalajara, where

they stayed until Thursday mor-

ning.

Some of the students had the

most fun- in this city. A' genuine .

o

cockfight was witnessed by those
with a strong stomach.
Thursday, the class grabbed a

public bus to Mazatlan.

Big Disappointment

Mazatlan was the biggest
disappointment of the trip.

“It was Americanized,” said
one student. “The tourists were
”genuinely ugly,” said another.

“We couldn’t experience what we
came down here to experience,"

said yet another.

The one thing missing on the

trip according to Sarah: “We
didn’t actually see real poverty.

RALF PARTON DISC USSES MEXICAN ARTIFACTS WITH STANISLAUS ART STUDENTS ’. .
-, at» 11th n u as few. '\~’, . j . 1. a. . . g», h. g)“, 3

There wasn’t an expose, so to
‘ speak, of the poverty that is in the

country. We were aware of it, but

most of our visit was in the more
affluent areas. ,
“What we did see,” she said,

“was cleanliness. There is al-

ways someone sweeping the

streets or something. It was

unbelievable how clean it was in
Mexico.”

> On the trip home, the students
experienced a little difficulty.
The train was five hours late and

the chartered bus was'not there
to pick them up. This wouldn’t
have been too bad except they
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had onlyenough food to last for 12
hours.

Safe And Sound

"Everything worked out fine,"

said Sarah. “We arrived home
safe and sound and the experi—
ence was well worth the time and

the money.” '

"I learned a lot about the

Mexican way of life,” she said. “I

felt like I shared their customs

and I know I shared their food. I

also learned something about

their food.”

“It was a great trip. I would do
it again, if I could.”

by Sarah Thompson   
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By Ruthe Williams _ feel the influx of Americans in the country is

Turtle steak Off the coast Of Yucatan, ancient responsible for increased drug use among the young
Mayan runs, beautiful girls in Jerez —- J. Manuel F. people." ,

Fernandez, a Cal State student, sampled them all

during his recent individual study jaunt through
Mexico.

Manuel left the States with a group from Merced

College and Fresno State on Dec. 23. For 10 days
they toured the Yucatan peninsula, exploringMayan

temple ruins and meeting natives who still speak
the Mayan language. .

For his individual study project, Manuel tried to

find out what aspects of present-day life in the

peninsula are influenced by the ancient Mayan

' culture, and he found plenty of material for

research.

“Even though it is politically Mexican, the

Yucatan Peninsula still retains much of the Mayan

culture,” said Manuel. “The mud-plaster huts look

the same as they did centuries ago when the
Mayans flourished. The language is almost exactly

the same. People think of themselves first as

Mayans, second as Mexicans," said Manuel.

.Manuel climbed one of the ruined temples in the
Territory of Quintena-rro on the Peninsula. Because

the steps were so narrow, he climbed sideways to
the top. ‘

“There is an ancient legend,” Manuel said, “that

the steps of the temples were built so that a climber

- would not be able to look Skyward toward the gods

» as he approached. He would have to look at his feet

in order notrto fall. That way, he would always show

proper respect as he ascended to the holy place.”
Off the coast of Yucatan, on the island of Cuzmel,

Manuel indulged in the delights of the sea, sampling

lobster and turtle steak. “When I went fishing

”there. I caught an eight—nounder and a 10-pounder
within the first 10 minutes. The fishing was great!”
he said.

After 10 days, the other students returned home

to California, but Manuel remained for three more

weeks to tour Central Mexico and the West Coast

cities: .

“Jerez, north of Mexico City, is famous for its

beautiful women,” said Manuel, f‘andI got to know

two'of them.” ' ,
After 12 days there, he bussed to Guadalajara,

then flew north to the seaport of Puerto’Vallarta,

sometime hideaway of the show busin :s Burtons.

“Americans have colonized in 90th coastal

cities,” said Manuel. “But their presence does not
seem to have benefited the economy. Americans

buy American goods — food, clothing, cars ~— very
little money goes into the Mexican economy,” he

said.'
Manuel’s impressions of social trends among the

. ' young people in Mexico were based mainly on
KATHY PRATT, JIM BERKELEY LOOK .conversations with students. “Drugs, especially
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LandOfVolcanoesandSari
By Ruthe Williams

Donna Van Aalsburg’s hands flew in animated

‘ gestures when she described paddling an outrigger
canoe -- first to the left, then to'the right -- off
Hilo beach on the Island of Hawaii. Her pretty face
reflected the sunburned radiance of tropical sands
where she had strolled only days before.
Donna had just returned from Oahu and Hawaii

along with Slother Stanislaus students who took the

trip for their Winter Term courses. The 19 members
of her particular group were enrolled. in
anthropology or sociology classes. Accompanying
them were Dr. Don Bowers, Stanislaus anthropol-

ogy department, and Corine Armstrong, sociology
instructor. '
Another group was made up of geology students,

and a third included English majors.
“We flew into Honolulu on Jan. 17 and then flew

right out again,” said Donna. “Our first real stop
was Hilo where we stayed for eight or nine days,”
she said.
"My specialization is cultural anthropology, and

in Hilo we got a chance to see how the many cultures
work or don’t work together,” Donna said.
“Chinese, Japanese, Hawaiians, Filipinos, Portu~

guese and other races are all mixed up,” she
commented. “In some cases the people seem to
work well together, but at times they are noticeably

hostile,’she said.

Unwelcome White People

Donna told about one night when she and three

other girls went to the movies on the university

campus in Hilo with a Japanese girl, daughter of a

, professor, and her boyfriend.
“The auditorium was so crowded that only one of

the girls could sit with the Japanese couple. The rest
of us were on our own. We were the only white ,
people there, and the students let us know we
weren’t welcome. They didn’t speak, but made
subtle gestures, like hogging the armrests yet

leaning away so they wouldn’t touch us They left
their feet in the aisles when we passed by,” Donna

related.
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“Surprisingly, we found later that the girlwhosat

with our Japanese friends had no trouble — just the
opposite. She found people very friendly,” Donna

. said. .

One of thefellows who was at the movie later took
Donna and some others outrigging “I mentioned

how we had been treated that night and asked why.
He said, ‘We do that to all Haoles (white'people)
until we get to know you well enough to be sure
you’re not going to burn us. ’From that time on, we
had a fantastic time with our Hilo friends,” Donna
said.

Ukelele And Hula

“We visited a Hilo junior high school and listened
to a ukelele band with 102 members,” said Donna.
“Then some of the young girls demonstrated the
hula The guys in our group enjoyed that
particularly,” she said.

“I learned two hula dances myself. One was the
old—fashioned hula, using only my hands to tell a
story, and the other was the contemporary type
using my hips. I tried the Tahitian (a fast,
unrelenting gyration) and didn’t get very far,”
Donna said.

“As soon as we found that people liked us in Hilo,
we had it made,” said Donna. “And we wanted to
stay.”

After Hilo, Donna’s group drove to Kona, just in
time to see the erupting volcano, Muana Ulu. Not
far away, the Stanislaus geography expedition was
camped. “In fact, they had hiked into the volcano
and were just about 100 feet away when it first
erupted,” said Donna.

Mass OfFire

“Muana Ulu didn’t look like my idea of a
volcano,” she said. “Instead of rising to a point, it
was one big mass of fire, smoke and steam. We
drove within a mile of the eruptions, ” she added.

In Kona, the group visited Capt. Cook’s City of
Refuge. There they saw Cook5 house, now
preserved as a tourist attraction “According to
native legend,” said Donna, “if someone were being ‘
chased by his enemies, he could findrefuge there. If
he stayed at least 24 hours, then none of his enemies
could harm him. ”
Part of the study of Hawaiian culture included

tours of different types of churches “We toured
dd ~

  

  
of worship among different cultures, ” Donna said.
Most worshipers in the temples were Japanese or
Chinese, along with afew Hawaiians,” she said.

Painted Catholic

“We visited a small Catholic church in Kona

much better along with something salty, like pork,”

called St. Benedict’s Cathedral - also called the
painted church,” said Donna. Inside, every exposed
inch was painted with a different design, she said.
Most native Hawaiians worship at a church

similar to congregational churches on the .
Mainland, said Donna. Their beliefs are basically
the same as Protestant doctrines in the rest of the
US, she added.

After two days in Kona, the group flew back to
Honolulu for the final week of its tour. They stayed
at the Waikiki Marina hotel near Waikiki Beach and
alongside the strip of commercial establishments
that tourists usually enjoy.

Donna and the others rejected the commercial
appeals of Honolulu, however, and instead crossed
the island to enjoy Sunset Beach, home of the Big
Wave and champion surfers. “The waves were
small, though — only about four feet high,” said
Donna. “Surfers there don’t waste their time with
anything under eight feet,” she added, “so we didn’t
see muc .”»

Beautiful Shell Jewelry

They did collect shells, though. “That’s one of the
favorite pastimes on the Islands. The people make
beautiful jewelry out of them,” Donna , said.

7 The group visited the old town of Honolulu —
Chinatown, the ghetto. “The buildings probably
should have been condemned 25 years ago,” Said
Donna. “Everything was filthy. In an open market,
meat was hanging on hooks and lying exposed, it
smelled rank and almost made some of us sick,”
she said.
‘When we went into some of the Chinese shops,

the proprietors seemed to distrust us. Not many
could speak English, so we couldn’t talk with them.
Theywould just eye us suspiciously and watch us
carefully until we left,” Donna said. “Few tourists
go to that section, so maybe they thought we were
going to steal something,”'she said.
On their last night in Honolulu, someone from the

travel agency hosted the Turlock group at a luau.
“Unfortunately, thepighad been roasted sometime

, .eutofthefreezerforus”, 7
itselftastasverybad—butts1

she said.

The next .day, Feb. 4, Donna and 18 other tired,
happy students, boarded a flight for the Mainland,

carrying memories of sun-filled days and warm,
tropical nights .in a little bit of Paradise.

 

By J. Lance Rickenbacker    

In January, four different groups of \

students lefthS'CS to study the history,

geography, ethnic relations, and liter-

ary heritage ofAmerica’s fiftieth state.

The four groups of eager traVelers

spent” the next few weeks discovering

that sightseeing and learning are two
closely relatedadventuresm the land of

. Aloha.

The groups, each hit the historical

high spots on'the “Big Island,” such as
the awe-inspiring volcanoes of Mona

Kea, Mona Lea, and the lesser craters

that frequentlyerupt in a frightfully
beautiful dis’playvof molten, lava, fire

and brimstonegof Dantean. proportions.

Pele, howeverjthe Hawaiian goddess of
volcanoes, was quietly resting, and the

only show was a lot ofsmoke. .
No trip to the islands would be

complete without a trip to the beautiful

Kona coast, often called the “A merican,

Riviera.” The Stanislaus groups toured

virtually the entire length of coast on

their way to the next stop on their

agenda, the City of Refuge. Located

just a few miles outside the ancient

Hawaiian capital of Kailua-Kona, the
City of Refuge is an equally ancient

religious shrine, where miscreant

natives could seek safety behind its

thick walls.

After the City'of" Refuge and the
. Captain Cook monuments, the travelers

returned to Kailua and boarded a plane

at Key-Ahole airport for theflight to the

new capital city ofHonolulu‘. _

One of the first sights on the second

island of their tour was the old

Kawaiahao church which was founded

by some of the first missionaries to

arrive in the islands in 1820. Besides its

ancient age, the main attraction of the

church is its beautiful choir which fills

the church with hymns sung in the

_melodic native Hawaiian language.

In addition to these and other

well-traveled high spots’each group

scheduled activities unique to their

course. The geography students, for

example, spent the better part of their

time' in actual field studies around the

Hawaiian volcanoes. The history and'

ethnic studies groups devoted a large

percentage of their time to studying the
various Polynesian Haole [Caucasian],
Japanese, Filipino and other influences
on the islandculture.

The itinerary of the Pacific themes in

literature course was a great deal more

academic and required students to

bring copies of such reference works as

Michener’s Hawaii, and Mark Twain’s

, Roughing It, along with their bottles of

suntan lotion. The literature course also

included walking tours and a visit to the

University ' of Hawaii’s East-West
center.

One of .the last memories bf the
students was their field trip to

Chinatdwn for the Chinese new year.

After that, it Was time to say goodbye to

new friends, and a hearty A-LOOO—HA
to the romantic and exciting land that

mmtaken them under its magical wing
and shared its exotic secrets with them.

(The author Was on special assignment
for The Signal during January 1974 in
Hawaii.)


